Dear Fellowship Selection Committee:
My name is Mike Sennott, and as a M.F.A. candidate in the University of Southern California's
Interactive Media Division, I am submitting my thesis project, Quicksilver: Infinite Story, for your
consideration. The following proposal outlines my goals for this project, how I hope to accomplish
them, and why they are exciting and important to the field of interactive media.
Quicksilver: Infinite Story is a cooperative action game in the style of animated television adventure
shows. Beyond simply celebrating the conventions of the genre, Quicksilver employs its tropes in an
unprecedented story generation system to create new episodes on the fly, giving each player a unique
narrative and experience.
Algorithmically generated stories have long been a standing challenge in the field of computer science.
Quicksilver sidesteps the thornier issues of procedural narrative by employing a new approach:
recombining genre tropes to create short, typified interactive episodes.
Though Quicksilver's main innovation is technological, at its heart lies an exploration of characters and
storytelling to form an emotional connection with users. Quicksilver aims to conjure the animated
adventure genre's distinctive spirit of fun and excitement by fashioning action-RPG gameplay into
interactive action scenes – each one fast-paced and vital to the episode's story. In this way, the
gameplay and narrative generation will be in constant dialogue to create a meaningfully integrated
experience.
After successfully pitching Quicksilver to USC's highly competitive Advanced Game Project contest, I
have spent the past year leading a large team in the developing of a prototype, and my thesis will
extend that work. However, this project is by no means polishing an existing product. The systems
and assets developed during Advanced Game Project will allow me to focus less on production and
more on experimentation, iteration, and designing a cohesive, innovative experience.
Over the next year, I will work my hardest to make Quicksilver a complete and entertaining experience
that demonstrates the possibilities of a new type of narrative. Your support would be both a great aid
and a great honor.
Many thanks for your time and consideration,
Mike Sennott
(603)-204-8709
mike.sennott@laikafawkes.com

Quicksilver: Infinite Story tunes game consoles to an exciting animated adventure show – one that can
dynamically write new episodes based on genre tropes to give each player a unique narrative and
experience.

Quicksilver is a game about tropes.
Tropes are the recognizable patterns, formulas, and motifs behind works of fiction. They are not
cliches to be avoided – a work must employ some of these conventions to be a recognizable member
of a genre.
Recently, there has been a surge of interest on the Interest in discovering and cataloging these tropes,
centered around the TV Tropes website (http://www.tvtropes.org). TV Tropes is a popular wiki
featuring thousands of tropes sortable by purpose, genre, and medium. Besides describing these
tropes, the site lists dozens of relevant television shows, movies, games, or other works for each of
them. It is a staggering compendium of collective knowledge, and proves the prominence of these
perceivable patterns in media.
Quicksilver celebrates genre tropes in its gameplay, story, and world. But rather than merely
referencing this collective knowledge, Quicksilver uses it as the basis for creating new stories.

Quicksilver captures the spirit of animated adventure shows.
Quicksilver emulates the genre of animated adventure television shows. From classic superhero
shows to Saturday morning cartoons to shōnen anime, this genre follows heroes who encounter a
new conflict every week, usually fighting against a villain to save some innocent person or place.
The animated adventure genre is especially well-suited to Quicksilver for three reasons. First, it has an
especially recognizable batch of tropes. Countless television shows have appeared offering small
variations on the same basic plots and situations, across multiple generations. I grew up with Pro
Stars and Captain N, but other generations had Speed Racer, Thundercats, or Ben 10. Secondly, this
genre is strongly episodic, with a standalone conflict in each episode and little serialized continuity.
Finally, the genre's emphasis on action and combat translates easily to gameplay, given the broad
history of game mechanics in those areas. Quicksilver will not be solely about action or combat, but
they are useful tools of expression in dramatic storytelling.

Quicksilver's Main Menu

Quicksilver is aesthetically designed to evoke animated adventures. The gameplay is framed as a
television show – each episode starts with a theme song and ends with credits, and the menus
resemble the menus of a service like Netflix or iTunes. The graphical style is cartoonlike and animeinfluenced.

Quicksilver uses these tropes to create stories.
The declarative model of computational narrative generation, introduced by Alfred Correira thirty
years ago, uses story grammars to gradually break down an abstract conception of a story into more
specific elements. Quicksilver extends the work in this field with a few major innovations.
The biggest difference between Quicksilver and its predecessors is that it uses its own formula for
what makes a good story. Prior story grammar systems, including the “Geist” and “M.” projects, have
used classic narrative morphologies, such as Vladimir Propp's morphology of Russian folklore or
Joseph Campbell's monomyth, as the guidelines for their stories. But these systems were devised to
be general and timeless, encompassing commonalities in human storytelling, so narrative generators
based on them run into the same problem: they require titanic data sets full of all the actions and
characters that can appear.
Quicksilver solves this issue by using its own custom internal morphology: the grammar of animated
adventure show episodes, inspired by television tropes. Using the conventions of a specific genre
constrains the narrative domain to a very practical scope, while ensuring that the stories it creates are
pleasantly recognizable as genre exemplars. The bonus of selecting animated adventure shows is that
if some plots come out more cliched than others, that in itself is faithful to the genre.
Quicksilver's episodic structure also serves as a frame highlighting its dynamic narrative. Rather than
obscure its story generation behind a constantly embodied series of travels, Quicksilver brings it to the
forefront, proclaiming that each story it generates is brand new and created specially for the player.
For details about the morphology Quicksilver uses to create stories, see Appendix A: Overview of
Quicksilver's Morphology.

Quicksilver weaves its episodes into an overarching story.
In Quicksilver, each episode the player experiences is procedurally generated. But in order for the
game to hold a consistent world with meaningful consequences, there must be strong threads
connecting these standalone episodes.
The foremost element tying Quicksilver together is the heroes. Players can select from four playable
protagonists: the dutiful leader Kai Len; the chivalrous and naïve Leowin; the sarcastic inventor Cade;
and the dark-humored assassin Nepenta. Though they have separate motivations, they travel
together on a train called the Quicksilver to stop a charismatic madman's trail of destruction. The
people they meet may be different each episode, but the heroes remain constant in their characters.

Kai Len

Leowin Brand

Cade Argent

Nepenta Catar

The heroes are not the only ones on the train. During certain episodes, a character can offer to join
the crew of the Quicksilver. It may be a grateful victim the heroes rescued from certain doom, or a
villain looking to reform his ways. These crew members will then appear on the train, and the player
can assign them a role, which raises the playable characters' statistics. In this way, the crew serves
both as the game's system of progression and a memorial to previous episodes. Quicksilver also
involves the crew in its generated storylines. Episode subplots will periodically revisit the characters
on the train, changing the tenor of their relationships – crew members can gain new skills, develop
romances, or even betray the heroes, depending on the player's decisions.
Though the vast majority of Quicksilver's content is procedurally generated, certain events are scripted
to always happen at the same point in a season. For example, the very first episode is always a fullyauthored “pilot” that introduces players to the world and acts as a tutorial for the game's mechanics.
Later, key plot elements are introduced as part of otherwise procedural midseason episodes before
being tied together in the authored season finale.
An entire season-long story arc of Quicksilver can be scripted simply by writing the parts in which
episodes subvert the usual dramatic formula. In the scope of this project, a single season arc will be
written for Quicksilver. But due to the ease of creating and deploying additional story arcs, future
seasons could be released as high-value downloadable content.

Quicksilver is, first and foremost, a game.
Though I have talked at length about procedural narrative, Quicksilver is not an engine or tool. It is
not a tech demo or academic curiosity. It is a game, a complete user experience designed to engage,
entertain, and evoke animated adventure shows.
My goal is to provide players with a gameplay experience that would not be possible without episodic
story generation. The user should be able to perceive and appreciate the story generation process,
and the gameplay and story generation should be in a constant dialogue that makes both deeper and
more exciting.
Quicksilver's gameplay gives the player control over the “action scenes” in an episode. Playing as one
of the four protagonists, the user is thrown into a gameplay scenario centered around combat or
movement. Encounters are designed to mimic the pacing of a television show: fast-paced and to-thepoint.
These action scenes take place in a twodimensional space, with a perspective
similar to brawlers of the arcade era.
Players can move freely and attack enemies
in a combat system inspired by action
games such as Guardian Heroes and Castle
Crashers. Each scene has an explicit goal
tied directly to the episode's narrative:
protect a victim from enemies, find a
hidden item, defeat the villain in combat,
and many more.
Players can also influence the crucial dialogue of an episode by selecting responses from a menu at
key moments.
Quicksilver's episodic structure allows players' decisions,
success, and failure affect the story in meaningful ways.
Games with authored stories have conventionally been
limited in how much agency they can offer. Since more
outcomes need to be scripted for every choice the player
makes, the required writing raises geometrically with the
player's increased freedom. An episodic narrative avoids
this combinatorial explosion. Since it is guaranteed that
the conflict will resolve and the protagonists move on at
the end of every episode, players can dramatically alter
the outcome of a given episode multiple times without
necessitating that the rest of the game branch or adapt,
and without feeling cheated when the world state
“resets.”

Thus, each episode can contain a number of decision points. Failure does not mean a game over, or
having to replay a level – instead, it causes the episode to evolve in a different direction, potentially
towards a less satisfying outcome. In addition, player's decisions and successes will resound beyond
the scope of a single episode by affecting the composition and relationships of the Quicksilver's crew.
There is a magic in participating in an adventure story – one where you never know what will happen
next, but you are ultimately in control of your destiny. Quicksilver will be developed with the
principles of constant playtesting and rapid iteration cycles to make sure the game is constantly
improving towards being fun, usable, and expressive of that magic.

Existing Prototypes
Phoenix Engine:
The Phoenix Engine is an episodic story generation system that I have developed over the past few
years. Built in C#, it traverses a story grammar to derive a narrative from a set of tropes and
conventions about animated adventure shows. Here are some examples of episodes created by the
Phoenix Engine in the form of synopses:
Episode 1x1: Secret of Horrifying Cultist!
The heroes, frustrated by their lack of success tracking the villainous
Asher Lambert, decide to hunt for clues to his whereabouts in the
nearby town of Vizshire. They arrive at the town, but find the people
there behaving very suspiciously. They take on a quest to help a young
lady, but it leads them right into a trap! An evil mystic is using an
ancient weapon to control the minds of the townspeople, so the heroes
must defeat him to free the town and save their own lives! Along the
way, the heroes run into a man being chased by demons. But is this
stranger as innocent as he first appears?
Episode 1x2: Mystical Dragoon Quest!
When the Quicksilver breaks down, the heroes must leave the train to
find a new drive converter. While walking through a swamp, they are
stopped by a man named Adbert, who begs them for help. Adbert's sister
has been kidnapped by a warrior named Trirath. The heroes agree to
help, but this kidnapping may not be as simple as it first appears!
Meanwhile, the crew of the Quicksilver must decide whether to trust a
mysterious stowaway.

Besides outputting episodes as synopses, the Phoenix Engine generates a full set of data specifying the
characters, settings, and potential events of each episode. In addition, the Phoenix Engine can
combine modular writing to form dialogue. It features a complete writing pipeline and scripting
system where writers can specify abstract scenes in terms of actions, movements, and lines of
dialogue. The Phoenix Engine then fills in the dialogue based on the variables involved in the current
episode and the personalities of the speaking characters.
For an example of a scene written by this recombinant dialogue system, see Appendix C: Sample
Scene Generated By Phoenix Engine.

Advanced Game Project:
During the past year, I have led a team developing a
version of Quicksilver in XNA for the Advanced Game
Project class. This prototype lacks the more exciting
experimental narrative and gameplay features discussed
in this proposal, but it has a great deal of extremely
helpful groundwork.
The current Quicksilver prototype includes:
• Combat engine with goal-based enemy AI
• Complete game flow with menu screens and train
hub
• Art and animation pipeline
• Modular environment art recombinance
• Modular character art recombinance
• Detailed documentation on fiction and
worldbuilding
• Lots of quality art and animation assets
In addition, some key members of the Advanced Game Project have agreed to continue contributing
to Quicksilver over the next year.
The existing prototype of Quicksilver is in some senses a complete game. It gets stories from the
Phoenix Engine and combines modular art and writing to tell them. The problem is that these stories
are not sufficiently integrated with gameplay – the game alternates cutscenes with combat devoid of
context, beyond what can occasionally be inferred from the dialogue. Furthermore, players' actions
rarely have any meaningful effect on the story that plays out over the course of an episode.
Over the course of the next year, I will redesign the game to work more in concert with the story
engine as outlined in this proposal. This includes revising the Phoenix Engine to allow for more
meaningful user agency: to determine specific gameplay goals in every level based on the narrative,
and to always advance to different outcomes depending on player success or failure. It also includes
iterating the core action gameplay to be more expressive and support more variations in tone and
pacing. Finally, it includes the implementation of a season arc into the procedurally generated
episodic stories.
The Advanced Game Project prototype will not save me from production work entirely – many of its
features could still use work, and my explorations of the thesis may lead me to require significant
changes to the core action mechanics or game flow. I will not let the existing version of Quicksilver
limit what the project could be, and overall it will be a great time-saving advantage.

Prototyping Testbed:
Recently I have developed a rough facsimile of Quicksilver using Flash and Flixel, recreating the
perspective and movement style of the XNA prototype. This testbed will allow me to try out game
mechanics without worrying about graphics, far more quickly than I would be able to in the lowerlevel XNA. I intend to use it to rapidly iterate on the mechanics and feel of action gameplay, towards
expressing the pacing and “feel” of animated adventure shows as accurately as possible.

Prior Work Overview
Narrative Generation Programs
The story engine in Quicksilver is influenced by the tradition of declarative narrative generation. In
this type of narrative generation, events are derived from a system of rules and conventions about
what comprises a successful story. The TELLTALE and GESTER systems used grammatical systems to
decompose rules into specific types of stories during the 1980s. Since then, declarative narrative
generation has become far less popular than procedural narrative systems based in simulation or
artificial intelligence. However, a few recent examples, including the “Geist” project's “Story-engine”
and the “M.” system, use Vladimir Propp's morphology of the folktale as a guideline for generating
interactive stories of adventure. Quicksilver differs from these systems not only in its ludic nature, but
also because it works with a very specific system of genre tropes instead of general conceptions of
universal storiness, allowing it to tell dramatic stories with a much more reasonably scoped data set.
For more specific academic influences on Quicksilver's narrative generation, see Appendix B:
Academic Sources.
2D Action-RPGs
There is a wide breadth of fast-paced combat gameplay as precedent to the playable action scenes in
Quicksilver. In particular, Guardian Heroes for Sega Saturn uses a similar two-dimensional side
viewpoint in a fantasy setting, mixing combat with in-engine cutscenes and dialogue choices. Other
popular two-dimensional fantasy action games include the recent Castle Crashers alongside arcadeera brawlers such as Dungeons and Dragons: Shadow Over Mystara.
Roguelikes
The hallmark of the roguelike genre of digital games is its procedurally generated dungeons for the
player to explore. Nethack is a game in which the player must descend through dozens of floors of a
dungeon, each randomly populated with enemies, shops, traps, and other set pieces and challenges.
Diablo, a more action-oriented game, generates recombinant weapons and armor as rewards for
players. Though Quicksilver procedurally generates characters, dialogue, and plot structures instead
of items or spacial layouts, its recombination of content towards unpredictability and replayability is
comparable to roguelikes.

Distribution
Quicksilver would be ideal as a game digitally distributed to consoles through a service such as Xbox
Live Arcade or the Playstation Network. Though the idyllic console setting – sitting on a couch in front
of a television with friends – best mirrors the game's aesthetic of animated adventure, it would be
possible to release for personal computers as well.
The following schedule includes submissions to festivals and showcases as an attempt to gain
recognition for Quicksilver and potentially find an interested publisher or distributor. In addition, the
episodic narrative generation and general storytelling structure in Quicksilver would be viable subjects
for submission to many conferences in technology or game design.

Timeline
Summer 2011:
• Prototyping and iteration of action mechanics
• Initial redesign of refocused Phoenix Engine
Fall 2011:
• Implementation of new mechanics
• Implementation of player goals and narrative branching
• Playtesting and iteration on game as a whole
• Complete prototype due by winter thesis show
• Submission to the Independent Games Festival's Student Showcase in November
Spring 2012:
• Continued playtesting and iteration
• Implementation of story structure
• Development of additional modular art and writing
• Revised prototype due by spring thesis show
• Submission to Indiecade festival in May
Summer – Fall 2012:
• Investigate publication or distribution of game
• Resubmission to the Independent Games Festival's Student Showcase in November

Budget
Though Quicksilver could be developed with very limited capital by relying exclusively on volunteer
work, the following budget estimates the cost of compensating team members in exchange for their
efforts:
Art and Animation: $2,000
Sound and Music: $700
Engineering: $1,200
Design and Production: $700
Writing: $900
Marketing and Publicity: $1,500
Total: $7,000

Conclusion
Quicksilver: Infinite Story will combine academically significant narrative technology with iterative
experience-centric game design in the culmination of everything I have learned as an Interactive
Media graduate student. I am inexpressibly excited to undertake this thesis, and your support would
mean a great deal to myself and the project.
Thank you for reading!
Mike Sennott

Appendix A: Overview of Quicksilver's Morphology
The following is a brief, top-level overview of the story generation system employed in Quicksilver, to
get a sample of how it works.
•

•

•

•

•

•

First, we determine the MAIN CONFLICT of the episode: why are the heroes fighting? What is
at stake, or who are they trying to save?
◦ Examples:
▪ The heroes must race an evil warlord to find a powerful magic weapon.
▪ The heroes find out that a mad scientist is kidnapping people to turn them into
monsters, and must stop him.
Then we determine the EXPOSITION of the episode: how do the heroes learn about this
problem? What is the initial situation when the episode begins?
◦ Examples:
▪ The heroes rescue someone escaping from the villain, who warns them about the
villain's evil plan.
▪ The heroes come across a deserted town, and try to find what happened to it.
Next, we determine the OBSTACLE of the episode. Things never go quite as planned for the
heroes, nor is the conflict as easy as it seems. What challenge must they overcome?
◦ Examples:
▪ One of the heroes is kidnapped by the villain. The villain plans on brainwashing the
hero, unless his friends can rescue him.
▪ The heroes come across a warrior who wants to join them. But she seems suspicious...
should they trust her?
That takes care of the main plot of the episode, but what about the SUBPLOT? While the
heroes are out on an adventure, something must be happening back on the train: a conflict in
which the captain must make an important decision.
◦ Examples:
▪ A crewman falls in love with a local girl and wants to leave the train to start a new life.
Will the captain allow him to leave?
▪ The engine is on the fritz, and two of the crew members are trapped. Will the captain
put the whole crew at risk in a rescue attempt, or leave them to their fate?
Once all the plot elements are determined, we determine the initial SETTING for the episode.
This setting can change based on the outcome of events – for instance, if the heroes are
thrown into a dungeon, they should go to a dungeon.
Finally, all the CHARACTERS are generated for the episode. They are given names,
appearances, and personalities based on their role in the plot.

Note that each of the above examples is highly parameterized. For instance, in the Obstacle in which
a hero is captured: which hero is captured? How does the villain try to capture him? Does the villain
plan on brainwashing him, or executing him, or testing out some diabolic contraption on him, using
him to lure the heroes into a trap? In addition, Main Conflicts, Obstacles, and Subplots can have
multiple outcomes depending on the player's actions.

The engine then arranges the morphological elements into gameplay levels as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Level 1 is based on the Exposition.
Level 2 is based on the Main Conflict.
Level 3 is based on the Obstacle.
Level 4, based on the Main Conflict, is a boss fight against the antagonist.
Between each of the four levels is an interstitial based on the subplot. In the first, a problem is
introduced. In the second, the captain (i.e. the player) is prompted to make a decision on how
to solve it. In the third, the player sees the consequences of that decision.

Please note that this is a reflection of how story generation currently works and may change over the
course of the project as the system is expanded and refined.
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Appendix C: Sample Scene Generated By Phoenix Engine
(This is the introductory scene to “Episode 1x2: Mystical Dragoon Quest!”, as described in the Existing
Prototypes section.)
The heroes are riding aboard the Quicksilver in search of Lambert, when one
day...
<Sound effect: Loud screech>
Leowin:

W-What was that?

Why did we stop?

Cade:

Something's broken.

Probably everything.

I'll go take a look.

<Cade: Exit Left>
Kai Len:

Uh oh.

It'll be really bad if something's wrong with the train.

Leowin:

If this delays us, we might lose Lambert's trail...

<Cade: Enter Left>
Cade:
It's no good.
we get a new one.
Leowin:

What?

Drive converter is shot.

We can't continue until

But that could take a really long time!

Nepenta:
Well, at least we stopped in an incredibly dangerous area full
of wild animals and the like.
Cade:

Anyone see a way out of this one?

Kai Len:
on track.

Well, the sooner we find that part, the sooner we can get back

Leowin:

Come on, guys!

<All: Exit Right>

No?

We're heroes, aren't we?

